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A Look Back—
And Forward

This issue of The Regional Economist
is significant to me for two reasons.
First, and most important, it marks the
publication’s fifth birthday.  Second,
it’s the last time my name and photo
will appear on this page:  I have
announced my resignation from the
St. Louis Fed, effective Jan. 1, 1998.

In reviewing the publication’s five-
year history, I was pleased to redis-
cover the broad range of contempo-
rary economic developments we’ve
analyzed—the restructuring of Ameri-
can business, the consolidation of the
banking industry, the shift of budget
dollars from the federal government
to the states, the influx of immigrants,
the growth of mutual funds and deriv-
atives, and the attempts at Social
Security and tax reform.  Over the
same period, we’ve also held a magni-
fying glass to trends in the microecon-
omy:  ATM surcharges, light rail
systems, cable TV deregulation, river-
boat gambling and smart cards.

Finally, we’ve taken the pulse of
our own seven-state region, by moni-
toring its health in the various sectors
of the national economy in which it
participates—exports, agriculture and
auto manufacturing, among others—
and by publishing regional data
through which we can compare our-
selves to the rest of the nation.  Along

the way, we’ve also made design
improvements to the publication and
begun providing it electronically on
the Internet (www.stls.frb.org). 

With half a decade of exploration
and explanation behind us, we decid-
ed to take stock of The Regional Econo-
mist and determine how best to shape
its future.  That’s where you, our read-
ers, come in.  Some of you will notice
a subscriber survey enclosed in this
issue, which we hope you will find
the time to fill out and return to us.
Those of you who haven’t received a
formal survey are urged, as always, to
comment informally on the publica-
tion in writing, or by phone or e-mail
(see contact details at left).  Let us
know:  Is The Regional Economist valu-
able to you?  How could it be better?
What do you like best about it?  What
could you do without?  Your views
will guide us as we plan future issues. 

Although it’s not yet known
whose picture will appear on this
page in the issues to come, I have lit-
tle doubt that my successor will feel
as privileged to be a part of this pub-
lication—and this institution—as I
have been during the past 12 years.
The diverse and abundant talents of
the St. Louis employees, the quality
of the work they do, and their strong
commitment to furthering the Fed-
eral Reserve’s mission have made an
impression on me that will last well
into the future.   
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he number of immigrants entering
the United States legally is greater

today than it was at the turn of the
century.  In fact, after peaking in the early
1900s and registering little activity since,
legal immigration has recently surpassed
those earlier record levels.1 The current
rate of U.S. immigration—the level of
immigration adjusted for population—
however, is much lower today than it was
a century ago.  Between 1900 and 1910,
about 11 immigrants per thousand resi-
dents entered the United States legally.
The current rate is about five per thou-
sand, but rising.

Despite the decline in the immigration
rate, many Americans still believe that
immigration hurts U.S. workers and the
economy.  Immigrants are perceived as
taking jobs away from native-born
Americans and filling the rolls for public
assistance without paying their share of
taxes to replenish the kitty.  Nothing could
be further from the truth.

A recent report prepared by a panel of
economists and sociologists, and pub-
lished by the National Research Council
(NRC), shows that immigrants not only
diversify the American economy, but also
contribute to economic growth.2 And it 
is because they are different from natives
that the economy as a whole profits.  In
many instances, immigrants both cause
prices to fall, which benefits all consumers,
and enable the economy to domestically
produce a wider variety of goods than
natives alone could.3 If immigrants
weren’t different from natives, they would
only augment the population and the

scale of the economy, but not have an
effect on the overall growth rate of per
capita income.

As the NRC report shows, the overall
effect immigration has on gross domestic
product is between $1 billion and $10 bil-
lion a year.  While these amounts may
seem negligible in an $8 trillion economy
(about one-eighth of 1 percent at most),
they are still a gain—and not the drain
many believe immigration to be.

 

How Should Immigration
Affect the Economy?  

Immigrants increase the supply of labor
in the economy.  In the most basic labor
market scenario, where all workers are pro-
ducing only one good, this increase—
when nothing else changes—will result in
a lower market wage for all workers 

 

if all
workers are the same. But all workers are not
the same.  Some natives will compete with
immigrants for positions because they pos-
sess similar skills; others will work along-
side immigrants, complementing the
immigrants’ skills with their own.  This
skill distinction means that not all native
workers will receive a lower wage.  Those
who compete with—are substitutes for—
immigrants will receive a lower wage than
they would without immigration, while
those who complement immigrants will
receive a higher wage.

As explained in the sidebar on pages 8
and 9, immigration produces net econo-
mic gains for all native-born workers, even
though one group—which most econo-
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mists believe to be unskilled domestic
workers—experiences a monetary loss
(that is, a lower wage).  Unskilled
domestic workers benefit from the
added diversity of goods that immi-
grants enable the economy to produce.
Skilled domestic workers, who are
believed to complement immigrant
labor, benefit from a higher wage, as
well as the added diversity of goods.  If
the wages of these two groups of native
workers did not change in response to
immigration, there would be no
domestic economic gain for them
because the value of the immigrants’
production would return directly to 
the immigrants.

But what if immigrants arrive with
skills that do not substitute for any
native workers’ skills?  For instance,

what if all immigrants had less than a
high school education, while all natives
had more than a high school educa-
tion?  Then all native labor would com-
plement immigrant labor and all
natives—skilled and unskilled—would
gain.  On the other hand, what if
immigrants were perfect substitutes for
native workers, matching the native
labor force exactly?  That is, what if
immigrants arrived in the same propor-
tion of skilled and unskilled workers as
the native population?  In this case, no
loss in native wages would occur.  Total
national output would increase because
immigrants would now produce all of
the additional output, and the fruits of
their labor would return directly to
them.  Native workers would be no bet-
ter or worse off.  Thus, natives gain
only when the immigrants’ skills differ
from their own.

To make this account more realistic,
assume that the economy now pro-
duces two goods instead of just one, as
before.  Let’s call the two goods kibbles
and bits.  While this change may seem
trivial, it opens a new realm of choices

for workers and consumers because the
relative price—the price of one good in
terms of the other—can now change.
With this change, workers can now
choose which industry they want to
work in, with immigration likely influ-
encing the choice.

Producing kibbles requires a lot of
unskilled labor and only a little skilled
labor.  Producing bits requires just the
opposite.  Without immigration or for-
eign trade, the economy can efficiently
produce and consume a certain amount
of kibbles and bits.  What happens,
then, when unskilled labor immigrates
to the economy?  As before, the wage
of native unskilled workers declines
and that of skilled workers increases.
And now, because it has become
cheaper to produce kibbles, which uses
a lot of unskilled labor, their price falls
relative to bits.  Because of this relative
price change, more consumers demand
kibbles.  Those who really like kibbles
gain the most from the price reduction;
those who prefer bits don’t gain as
much.  As in the single-good scenario,
there are winners and losers.

In addition to lower production
costs, the increased supply of unskilled
labor also lets some domestic kibbles
workers shift to bits production, where
they have the comparative advantage
over immigrant workers.  More kibbles
and bits can now be produced because
the native labor force is more effi-
ciently allocated as a result of immi-
gration.  Thus, in this two-good
scenario, the economy gains on two
fronts:  1) through a lower relative
price for the good that immigrants are
better at producing; and 2) through
the redistribution of domestic labor to
the production of the good for which
it has the comparative advantage.
Lower prices and greater variety bene-
fit all in the economy.

How Does Immigration
Affect Wages?

The effects of immigration on the
U.S. economy have been studied
extensively.  A common finding of
these studies is that immigrants nor-
mally receive higher wages in the
United States than they would in their
native countries.  If this weren’t true,
most would not leave home.4 Still,
the majority of recent immigrants
earn less than their domestic counter-
parts.  According to the NRC report,
the hourly wages of foreign-born men
in 1990 were on average 7 percent
lower than those of native-born men,
and annual earnings were 15 percent
lower.  This was not true in 1970,
though.  In that year, the hourly
wages of foreign-born men were 1.5
percent greater than those of native-
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Although recent 
immigration levels 

(red bars) have 
surpassed the records

set at the turn of
the century, recent 
immigration rates 
(blue bars), which

adjust for population, 
are far below rates 

in the 1800s.

NOTE:  Data for the 1980s and 1990s include immigrants who had 
entered the country illegally, but obtained legal status under the 
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.

SOURCE: National Research Council (1997), Figures 2.1 and 2.2
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born men, and annual earnings were
3 percent lower.

What could cause such a dramatic
shift in 20 years?  Two things:  1) the
changing mix of countries of origin;
and 2) the widening gap in the edu-
cational levels of immigrants and
their native counterparts.  For men,
native wages have been quite flat
over the past few decades, which
implies that the growing wage gap
between native- and foreign-born
workers stems from an absolute
decline in the real wages and earn-
ings of recent immigrants.

In contrast to the men’s wage
gap, the hourly wages of foreign-
born women in 1990 were on
average only 1.4 percent lower
than those of native-born
women, with annual earnings 5
percent lower.  As with the men,
this marks a dramatic shift from
1970, when hourly wages for for-
eign-born women were 2.5 per-
cent greater than their native
counterparts, and annual earn-
ings were 3 percent more.
During this 20-year period, the
real wages of native-born women
have risen, making the widening
gap consistent with flat, or mod-
erately rising, immigrant wages.
The rapidly increasing employ-
ment rates of native women
helps explain this growing earn-
ings gap.

 

A Difference in Skills . . .
Most of the studies on the subject

attribute the bulk of the wage gap
between immigrants (particularly
those from poor countries) and
natives to underlying skill differ-
ences.  In particular, a great deal of
evidence suggests that much of the
wage gap between Hispanics and
non-Hispanics, for example, is due to
differences in socioeconomic charac-
teristics, especially educational level
and English proficiency.  One study
found that differences in socioeco-
nomic characteristics accounted for
27 points of a 34 percentage-point
wage gap between non-Hispanic
white men and men of Mexican
ancestry.5 Another study found that,
once adjustments had been made for
disparities in other socioeconomic
characteristics, there was no statisti-
cally significant wage difference
between non-Hispanic white men
and Hispanic men proficient in
English.6

The evidence also suggests that
the arrival of new immigrants affects
the wages of other immigrants more
than it does those of natives.  For
example, a recent study found that a
1 percent increase in the number of
recent immigrants causes a nearly

5.6 percent decline in the wages of
other recent immigrants.7 The
authors also found that, at the same
time, wages of earlier immigrants
rise, while those of natives decline
slightly, leading the authors to con-
clude that immigration has a rather
weak effect on the employment and
income of domestic workers.

. . . And in Education
As the composition of immigrant

native countries has shifted from
Europe to Asia and Central and South

America, so has immigrant educa-
tional attainment.  Despite common
perceptions, recent immigrants are
generally better educated than earlier
ones, even though most recent immi-
grants are not as well-educated as
other U.S. residents.  In fact, educa-
tion levels in the native population
have recently accelerated, further
widening the gap between natives
and immigrants.

As the table above shows, increas-
ing numbers of U.S. immigrants are
coming from countries with low lev-
els of average education—generally
less than a high school diploma—
than before.  Despite this shift, a 1995
study still found that immigrants
have very little adverse impact on the
wages and employment opportunities
of natives—even natives with the
fewest skills who directly compete
with immigrants in the market.8 The
authors concluded that there is no
evidence that levels of native employ-
ment are significantly reduced
because of immigration. The authors
also noted that most analyses of vari-
ous countries have found that a 10
percent increase in the immigrant
share of the population reduces
native wages by 1 percent at most.
This finding suggests that most
immigrants are not substituting for
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% of immigrants
arriving between

1951-60

% of immigrants
arriving between

1951-60

% of immigrants
with less than a

high school education

% of immigrants
with less than a

high school education
% of immigrants
arriving in 1993
% of immigrants
arriving in 1993

EUROPE 52.7 18.3 19.3
ASIA 6.1 38.2 26.4
CANADA 15.0 2.6 14.0
MEXICO 11.9 14.0 76.1
SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA 12.7 23.3 48.4
AFRICA 0.6 2.8 12.5
OTHER 1.0 0.7 23.8

EUROPE 52.7 18.3 19.3
ASIA 6.1 38.2 26.4
CANADA 15.0 2.6 14.0
MEXICO 11.9 14.0 76.1
SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA 12.7 23.3 48.4
AFRICA 0.6 2.8 12.5
OTHER 1.0 0.7 23.8

NOTE:  “% of immigrants with less than a high school education” is the percentage of those who immigrated
to the United States in 1980-90 who were 25 or older and did not possess a high school degree in 1990.

SOURCE:  Friedberg and Hunt (1995), Table 2, with data from the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service and the U.S. Bureau of the Census



native labor—skilled or unskilled—
but are, instead, complementing it.
In fact, over the past two decades,
only native high school dropouts—
a declining share of the native pop-
ulation—have experienced a decline
in their wages because of immigra-
tion.  No evidence exists that immi-
gration has significantly affected any
other group.

Are Immigrants a 
Fiscal Burden?

Perhaps the most prominent mis-
conception about immigrants is that
they are a drain on public coffers.
The amount of assistance any group
receives, though, depends on its edu-
cational level, employment status and
inherent wealth.  In addition, age at
arrival in the country is crucial to
determining an immigrant family’s
impact on a government’s budget.
For example, an arriving family with
young children will require educa-
tional services, which are quite costly
to the state.  At the same time, how-

ever, the working immigrant parents
pay taxes to help offset the costs of
these services.

Older immigrants, who are perhaps
already retired, will usually not be able
to receive Social Security or Medicare.
And currently, they cannot receive
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or,
potentially, Medicaid—programs they
presumably would not have contribu-
ted toward.  Young adults without
dependents who begin working right
away present the smallest burden, and,
in fact, will likely become net contrib-
utors to government revenues because
they will be paying taxes without
requiring many services until much
further in the future.

Fiscal burdens are also not shared
equally across the nation.  Immigrants
tend to settle in seven states, with
California and New York the destina-
tion for about half.  Not only do these
state and local governments have to
educate immigrant children, but they
also usually have to pay more in
income transfers to, and receive less in
taxes from, immigrant-headed house-
holds, which generally are poorer and
have more children than native house-
holds.  State and local governments,
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and the Labor Market:  A Basic Analysis

 

The accompanying figure shows the effects of an influx of immigrants into an econ-
omy.  To keep things simple, there are only two types of workers in this economy—
skilled and unskilled—both of whom produce only one good, called GDP.  The total
number of workers is fixed, and there is no capital used in production, which means 
that all income paid to workers must equal the value of all output produced.

The vertical line S, the supply curve for labor, represents the fixed number of
unskilled workers in the market.  The diagonal line AD represents the market demand
for unskilled labor.  Because the height of each point along the demand curve repre-

sents the value of extra output produced by
the last unskilled worker hired, total output
equals the sum of all these points up to S—the
area OABS.  Each unskilled worker receives a
wage, W1, where the supply of labor equals
the demand for labor, making the total
amount paid to all unskilled workers S times
W1, or the area OW1BS.  This fact, coupled
with the fact that there is no capital in this
economy, means that the triangle W1AB repre-
sents the total amount paid to skilled workers.
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then, rather than the federal govern-
ment, bear much of the upfront fiscal
burden associated with immigrants.

Fiscal relief, however, is not far
away.  The children of these immi-
grants will soon enter the labor force
and begin paying taxes, thereby sup-
porting not only their kids’ education,
but also their parents’ retirement.9
And, in a matter of two generations,
most immigrant families have assimi-
lated to the point that their fiscal bur-
dens are indistinguishable from those
of other natives.

The biggest distinction between
the first-generation immigrant and
native households, though, is not 
in benefits received, but, rather, in
taxes paid.  Because they usually 
earn lower incomes, first-generation
immigrant households generally 
pay less in taxes at every age than
natives.  Their offspring—second-
generation immigrants—however,
routinely pay more in taxes at every
age than natives because they tend 
to remain in high-income states.
When it’s all added up, though, 
most long-run calculations show 
that immigrants make a net posi-
tive contribution to public coffers.

 

The Tired, The Poor
The huddled masses have been

arriving on American shores for 
more than two centuries now.  And,
although each new wave of immi-
grants brings with it a new set of 
challenges, recent studies show that
today’s immigrants contribute as
much to the economy as yesterday’s.
Most negative perceptions of immi-
grants rely on unfounded, and empir-
ically unsupported, assumptions.  
The evidence, however, shows that
immigrants do not take jobs away
from, or reduce the wages of, domes-
tic workers—even domestic unskilled
workers—but instead expand the
economy’s capabilities.  Although
some immigrants may pose an initial
fiscal burden to the country, in the
long run, the U.S. economy benefits
from immigration.  

Adam M. Zaretsky is an economist at the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.  Eran Segev and
Gilberto Espinoza provided research assistance. 

ENDNOTES
1 Illegal immigrants also enter the

country, but they are much more
difficult to track.  According to cur-
rent estimates, between 200,000 and
300,000 illegal immigrants enter the
United States each year, about 40
percent of whom enter legally and
overstay their visas.  This article
focuses on legal immigration.

2 Much of the information that 
follows is from the NRC report,
which offers an excellent survey 
of the most current research on
immigration.

3 The bagel is an example of this
wider variety of goods.  The “skill”
to make a bagel came with immi-
grants earlier this century.  

4 Economic improvement is not the
only, or necessarily the most
important, reason for people to
emigrate to the United States, how-
ever.  Political considerations and
family ties are also strong motives.

5 See Reimers (1983).
6 See McManus, Gould and Welch

(1983) for the wage results.  Zaret-
sky (1995) explains the concept of
statistical significance.

7 See Greenwood, Hunt and Kohli
(1996).

8 See Friedberg and Hunt (1995).
9 See Neely (1996) for a description

of Social Security’s current pay-as-
you-go system.
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Now suppose I unskilled workers immigrate to the economy, mak-
ing the new number of unskilled workers S+I, or S*.  Because there
are now more workers overall, the economy is able to produce
more GDP.  The new amount of GDP is the area OACS*.  The larger
number of unskilled workers means that each worker is now paid a
lower wage, W2.  Because there are still S native unskilled workers
in the economy, the total amount paid to them is S times W2, or the
area OW2ES.  Because of the lower wage, this amount is less than
what the group received before immigration.  The total amount paid
to the I immigrant unskilled workers is the area SECS*.  As before,
the area that is not paid to unskilled workers is paid to native skilled
workers, who now receive the triangle W2AC, which is larger than
what they received before immigration.  Again, this occurs because
the wage paid to unskilled workers has fallen.

Where has the gain to skilled workers come from?  Two places.
First, it has come from a redistribution of income from native
unskilled workers.  The rectangle W2W1BE, which before immigra-
tion was part of the total payment to unskilled workers, is now paid
to skilled workers.  The second part comes from the value of new
output that is not paid to immigrants.  In other words, the triangle
EBC represents a net gain to native skilled workers that arises
because of immigration.

The figure also shows that the size of the native gain (triangle EBC)
is directly proportional both to the number of immigrants and to the
decline in the wage of unskilled workers.  In fact, the more the wage
of unskilled workers declines due to immigration, the larger the
native gain will be.  If the wage of unskilled workers did not fall,
there would be no native gain.
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What determines the slope of the
yield curve?  One explanation—the
expectations theory—holds that
expectations about future interest
rates account for the relationship
between yields and maturity, and,
thus, the slope of the curve.  This
theory assumes that instruments of
different maturities are equally
attractive to investors, who care
only about returns.  Therefore,
investors will buy and sell instru-
ments of different maturities until
long-term rates reflect an average of
the short-term rates that are expect-
ed to prevail in the future.

As an example, suppose that a
one-year bond pays 5 percent today,
and a similar bond, bought one
year from now, is expected to pay 
7 percent.1 An investor with a two-
year investment horizon has several
options.  He can purchase a one-
year bond today and another one-
year bond a year later, earning
himself a 6 percent return—assum-
ing that 7 percent is the interest
rate on one-year bonds a year from
now.  Alternatively, the investor
could purchase a two-year bond
today and hold it to maturity.
What annual yield must the two-
year bond offer?  It must, of course,
yield at least 6 percent to prove as
attractive as the first option.  If it
earned less, say 4 percent, investors
would sell it, thereby driving the
price down and the yield up until
the yield equaled 6 percent—the

return available by investing in two
consecutive one-year bonds.  Thus, a
two-year bond paying 6 percent embo-
dies market expectations that the
interest rate on the one-year bond a
year from now will be 7 percent.

Why is the slope of the yield curve
generally positive?  The expectations
theory does not provide a satisfactory
answer to this question because it
maintains that long-term rates would
consistently exceed short-term rates
only if markets consistently expect
rates to rise in the future.  Such an
expectation doesn’t seem plausible,
however.  In fact, evidence indicates
that investors expect rates to go up
and down with equal probability.

Since the market expects future inter-
est rates to be, on average, equal to cur-
rent rates, which would not account for
a generally upward-sloping yield curve,
some modification of the expectations
theory is needed.  This modification
takes the form of the preferred habitat

theory.  This theory maintains
that the interest rate on a long-
term bond will equal the average
of the short-term interest rates
expected to prevail over the life 
of the bond, plus a term premi-
um.  Investors demand such a

premium because they are risk averse
and dislike the potential for large capital
losses on long-term debt.  Large capital
losses are possible because a given
change in interest rates would provoke a
bigger change in the price of long-term
bonds than in the price of short-term
ones.  According to the preferred habitat
theory:  If the going rate on a one-year
bond today is 10 percent; the rate
expected to prevail on one-year bonds in
one year is 14 percent; and the term pre-
mium required by investors to induce
them to hold two-year bonds is 1 per-
cent, then the going rate on two-year
instruments today should be 13 percent.

 

How Does the Yield Curve
Forecast Recessions?

Although the yield curve generally
slopes upward, it occasionally
“inverts.”  Since 1960, an inverted
yield curve—one with higher short-
term rates than long-term rates—has
preceded all five recessions. 

So how does an inverted yield curve
signal a coming recession?  Although
term premiums do change over time,
most of the day-to-day movement in
the yield curve reflects changes in mar-
ket expectations of future short-term
interest rates.  A steepening yield
curve—that is, one with an increasing
spread between long- and short-term
rates—usually implies an expectation
of higher short-term rates in the
future.  A flattening curve, on the

his past April, the U.S.
economy marked its 
seventh straight year 

of expansion.  Unemployment
is now at its lowest level in
nearly a quarter century, infla-
tion is in check, and the stock
market is booming.  Do these
cheery data suggest that the
business cycle finally has been
tamed, or is a recession lurk-
ing just around the corner?
Increasingly, an old economics
tool—the yield curve—is gain-
ing prominence as a way to
answer such questions.

Yields and Maturity
To understand why the

yield curve is such an accurate
forecaster of recessions, it is
necessary to review a few inter-
est rate fundamentals. The
yield curve is a plot of the
interest rate yields on debt
instruments of different matu-
rities, holding risk, liquidity
and tax treatment constant.
In the United States, the yield
curve is typically drawn for
Treasury securities.  More
often than not, the Treasury
yield curve slopes upward,
indicating that long-term
Treasury securities offer higher
yields than short-term ones.

 

by Dusan Stojanovic
and Mark D. Vaughan
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other hand, implies an expectation of
falling short-term rates.

Market expectations of future inter-
est rates, in turn, reflect expectations
of future real economic activity and
monetary policy.  During a recession,
for example, short-term rates typically
fall as the real demand for credit
weakens and the Fed eases monetary
policy.  If investors anticipate a reces-
sion, they will expect short-term rates
to tumble.  This expectation can then
translate into an inverted yield curve
if the anticipated decline is both large
and persistent enough to offset the
term premium. 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York
economists Arturo Estrella and Frederic
Mishkin recently compared the record
of the Treasury yield curve as a reces-
sion predictor with the records of other
widely used indicators of future eco-
nomic activity.  They found that the
spread between long- and short-term
interest rates—a measure of the yield
curve’s slope—outperformed many
highly regarded forecasting measures,
including the Commerce Department’s
index of leading economic indicators
and the stock market.

Specifically, Estrella and Mishkin
estimated recession probabilities based
on the interest rate spread between the
10-year Treasury note and the three-
month Treasury bill.  They found that
a spread greater than 1.2 percentage
points translates into a recession pro-
bability of less than 5 percent.  As the
spread narrows, however, the reces-
sion probability increases—reaching
roughly 25 percent when the two
interest rates become equal.  Once the
yield curve inverts and the spread falls
to a negative 0.8 percentage points, the
probability of recession jumps to 50
percent.  With a negative 2.4 percent-
age point spread, the likelihood of a
recession rises to 90 percent.  In sum,
the probability of recession rises mod-
erately as the yield curve flattens and
increases dramatically as it inverts.2

To see the relationship between
the yield curve and recessions more
clearly, consider the behavior of the
yield curve spread over the past 15
years.  In the first quarter of 1981, 
the spread averaged –2.18 percentage
points, translating into an 86.5 per-
cent probability of a recession four
quarters ahead, according to Estrella
and Mishkin’s calculations.  Indeed,
by early 1982, the economy was in
the midst of a severe recession that
would last 16 months and feature un-
employment rates above 10 percent.

Over the next 92 months, the U.S.
economy experienced its longest
peacetime expansion ever, with the
spread remaining consistently above 
1 percentage point for an average of
1.87 percentage points.  In the sum-

mer of 1989, however, the spread
briefly became negative—foreshadow-
ing the mild recession that began in
July 1990 and lasted only eight
months.  After the recession, the yield
curve assumed its typical shape, with
the spread remaining above 2 percent-
age points between March 1991 and
December 1994—signaling a remote
likelihood of another downturn.
Moving into 1995, the yield curve
began flattening, and by November
of that year, the spread was only 0.41
percentage points.  Still, such a yield
curve spread foretold only a 15 per-
cent chance of recession four quar-
ters ahead.  And, true to prediction,
no recession occurred in late 1996 or
early 1997.

Is a Recession on the Way?
The slope of the current yield

curve suggests that a recession is not
likely in the next four quarters.
Since November 1995, the interest
rate spread between the 10-year
Treasury note and the three-month
Treasury bill has widened, topping
1 percentage point in March 1996
and remaining above that mark dur-
ing the past year.  According to
Estrella and Mishkin, a yield curve
with such a slope signifies a recession
probability of less than 10 percent.
Although the yield curve cannot guar-
antee good times in the coming year,
the track record indicates that no tool
offers better clues about the likelihood
of coming economic troubles.

Dusan Stojanovic and Mark D. Vaughan are
economists in the Banking Supervision &
Regulation Division of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis.  Thomas A. Pollmann 
provided research assistance.
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The probability of a recession based on the interest rate spread between
 the 10-year Treasury note and the three-month Treasury bill
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ENDNOTES
1 Technically, Treasury securities with

original maturities of one to 10 years
are called “notes,” while Treasury secu-
rities with maturities of more than 10
years are called “bonds.”

2 Estrella and Mishkin’s work has been
criticized as statistically simplistic.
With more sophisticated techniques,
however, Dueker (1997) confirms that
the yield curve outperforms other com-
monly used tools for forecasting reces-
sions over the 1959-95 sample period.  

FOR FURTHER READING

Dueker, Michael J.  “Strengthening the
Case for the Yield Curve as a Predictor
of U.S. Recessions,” Review, Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis (March/April
1997), pp. 41-51.

Estrella, Arturo and Frederick S. Mishkin.
“The Yield Curve as a Predictor of U.S.
Recessions,” Current Issues in Economics
and Finance, Federal Reserve Bank of
New York (June1996).

Haubrich, Joseph G., and Ann M.
Dombrosky.  “Predicting Real Growth
Using the Yield Curve,” Economic Review,
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland (First
Quarter 1996), pp. 26-35.

Mishkin, Frederic S.  The Economics of
Money, Banking, and Financial Markets,
4th edition (New York: HarperCollins,
1995), pp. 157-67.

 

According to Estrella and Mishkin, 
the smaller the interest rate spread
between long- and short-term inter-
est rates, the greater the probability
of a recession four quarters ahead.
For example, before the 1990-91
recession, the yield curve inverted,
and the interest rate spread dipped
to –15 basis points—implying a re-
cession probability of about 30 per-
cent.  Currently, the spread is roughly
100 basis points, implying a recession
probability of less than 10 percent.
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in-store branches were open in 1971,
representing a tiny fraction—less
than 1 percent—of the more than
23,000 insured commercial bank
branches open at the time.1 By 1985,
the number of full-service, in-store
branches had inched up to 210—still
less than 1 percent of all insured
commercial bank branches.   

Growth rapidly accelerated in the
mid- to late-1980s, however.  As the
accompanying chart shows, between
1986 and 1996, the number of full-
service supermarket branches soared,
rising at a compound annual rate of
almost 30 percent.  Despite showing
signs of slowing growth in 1995, the
number of these branches surged
again in 1996—increasing approxi-
mately 40 percent.  By 1996, the
number of full-service, in-store
branches—nearly 4,400—represented
almost 7.7 percent of the 57,000 or
so commercial bank branches open
at the time.  

Much of the recent growth in
supermarket branches has occurred
in the southeastern and western
United States, with several large
holding companies, such as Wells
Fargo and Co., BankAmerica Corp.,
and NationsBank Corp., aggressively
entering the field in the 1990s.
Wells Fargo, for instance, operated
just 37 in-store branches—or 6 per-
cent of its branch network—at the
end of 1994.2 By March 31 of this
year, the company had 720 in-store
branches—some 36 percent of its
branch network—up and running.3
Similarly, NationsBank—a recent
entrant into Eighth District banking
markets—operated only 18 in-store

branches at the end of 1995.  The com-
pany added 112 branches in 1996 to
push its total to 130, and anticipates
increasing the number to 330 by the
end of this year.4

While Eighth District banks have
established in-store branches at a
slower pace than those in other parts
of the country, a number of major
District banks have opened them,

including First Tennessee National
Corp., Magna Group Inc.,

Mercantile Bancorporation,
and Union Planters Corp.  The

District is also home to the pio-
neer of present-day in-store

banking—National Commerce
Bancorporation.  Since opening its

first two in-store branches in Mem-
phis in 1985, National Commerce has
increased its number of in-store
branches to 85, or 84 percent of its
branch network.5

 

Lower Costs
Compared with nonbank competi-

tors like mortgage and consumer
finance companies, banks are saddled
with an expensive and outmoded
retail delivery system.6 To maintain
and improve profitability, therefore,
many banks have stepped up efforts to
cut expenses from their branch deliv-
ery systems.  Supermarket branches
represent one channel through which
they can do this.  

Banks that have evaluated expan-
sion sites have found that in-store
branches are cheaper to construct than
traditional bank branches.  National
Commerce estimates that the typical
supermarket branch occupies 400
square feet and costs approximately
$200,000 to build and outfit.  The typ-
ical bank branch, on the other hand,
occupies 4,000 square feet and costs
roughly $1 million—about five times
as much—to build.  Moreover, once
up and running, the annual operating
expenses of a supermarket branch are
approximately $350,000, while the
annual operating expenses of a conven-
tional branch are typically $700,000 or
more.7 With this in mind, a growing
number of banks are either shedding
traditional branches in favor of super-
market ones or expanding their net-
works by adding supermarket branches
in place of traditional ones.

Greater Convenience
Cost-cutting isn’t the only motive

for opening supermarket branches,
though.  It’s also a good way for banks
to cash in on the trend toward greater
customer convenience by enabling
shoppers to get their groceries, fill a
prescription and make a deposit during

 

by Christopher A. Williams

cting under intense com-
petitive pressure from other
banks and nonbank com-
petitors, a number of U.S.

and Eighth District financial
institutions have undertaken
large-scale efforts over the last
decade to reshape their retail
branch networks.  To main-
tain profits and market share,
these banks have turned
increasingly to technology-
driven delivery channels, like
automated teller and loan
machines, fully automated
branches, and telephone and
online banking.  Yet, a growing
number of banks are also
looking at a less technologi-
cally sophisticated channel to
help them accomplish their
goals:  full-service branches in
supermarkets and other retail
establishments.     

Branching Out
Supermarket branches date

to the 1960s.  Instead of grow-
ing into profit centers, how-
ever, these outlets generally
became mere check-cashing
centers.  Accordingly, many
early branches failed and were
subsequently closed.  Interna-
tional Banking Technologies,
an Atlanta-based supermarket
bank consulting group, esti-
mates that only 55 full-service,

 

A



ENDNOTES
1 Data on insured commercial bank

branches comes from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp.

2 See Crockett (1996).
3 The March 31 figure comes from 

a company fact sheet.
4 These figures came from the 

company’s 1996 annual report.
5 The updated figure was obtained

from the company’s 1996 annual
report.

6 Radecki, Wenninger and Orlow
(1996) discuss some of the cost
disadvantages under which 
banks operate.

7 See Radecki, Wenninger and
Orlow (1996).

8 Certain products and services, like
mortgage loans, safe deposit boxes
and investment products, are
sometimes limited to traditional
bank branches.  See Wilson (1997).

9 This information is provided by
National Commerce Bank Services,
which is a subsidiary of National
Commerce Bancorporation.

10 The company also expects to
close or sell 30 branches.  See
Chase (1997).
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enables them to protect their market
share since many institutions sign
exclusive contracts with supermarket
chains, thereby preventing other
banks from competing head-to-head
with them in the same marketplace.    

Are More “In Store?”
Industry observers expect the num-

ber of supermarket branches to
increase over the next several years as
banks continue efforts to replace an
outdated retail delivery system with
one that is more cost-effective and
accessible to customers.  In fact, sev-
eral major players in the banking
industry have recently incorporated
supermarket branches into their
restructuring efforts.  Cleveland-based
National City Corp., for example,
announced plans this past August to
close or reconfigure 200 of its tradi-
tional branches by replacing them
with 110 scaled-back supermarket
branches and 60 full-service supermar-
ket branches.10 The duration of the

trend, however, depends in large part
on how fast the banking and super-
market industries consolidate.  Once
the bulk of the pairings between banks
and grocery chains have taken place,
growth will slow considerably.  In the
meantime, bank customers will
increasingly find that they can man-
age their finances and fill their freezers
in one stop.

Christopher A. Williams is a senior research 
analyst at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Heidi L. Beyer provided research assistance.

the same trip to the supermarket.
This represents quite a change from
10 or 20 years ago when customers
had to visit their local branch during
“banker’s hours”—typically 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. weekdays.  Unlike their tradi-
tional counterparts, supermarket
branches are usually open six or seven
days a week until 7 p.m. or later.
They are also typically equipped with
one or two ATMs, with some even
offering interactive video banking
and phone centers.  In addition, many
provide as wide an array of products
and services as conventional branches,
including consumer loans, home
equity credit lines, annuities, checking
accounts, savings accounts and cer-
tificates of deposit.8

Let’s Make A Deal
Apart from the cost-cutting and

convenience-yielding factors, a small
but growing number of banks are also
looking to supermarket branches to
enhance their sales opportunities
since supermarkets can give them
more frequent and more personal
contact with their customers.  Super-
market branches can also grant banks
ready access to large flows of potential
customers; the typical supermarket
averages 20,000 to 30,000 customers
a week, while the typical bank branch,
on the other hand, averages just
2,000 to 4,000 weekly customers.9
In-store branches’ nontraditional
location also leads to some decidedly
unbank-like sales and marketing
techniques, such as aisle prospecting,
promotional tie-ins and public
address announcements.

As barriers to interstate banking
and branching have disappeared,
banks have also discovered that super-
market branches represent attractive,
cost-effective channels of protecting
or increasing market share.  Having
watched larger out-of-state competi-
tors invade their local markets
through costly mergers and acquisi-
tions, many smaller banks, which
are either unwilling or unable to pay
the steep prices of such transactions,
have opted instead to establish
supermarket branches.  To these
smaller banks, an in-store branch is
a low-cost vehicle through which
they can defend their turf.  

Small banks are not the only ones
discovering the advantages of super-
market branching, however.  Many
larger banking organizations have
found that supermarket branches
enable them to increase their market
share by attracting their competitors’
customers in the supermarket aisles.
At the same time, they have also
found that a supermarket presence
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From His Board to Ours

 

embers of the St. Louis Fed’s board of

directors—and their counterparts from

the Little Rock, Louisville and Memphis

Branch boards—met with a special

visitor, Federal Reserve Chairman

Alan Greenspan, at their Oct. 9 

joint board meeting in St. Louis.

Greenspan makes a point to visit the

12 Reserve Banks periodically both to

hear firsthand reports from the direc-

tors on regional economic activity and

to field their questions about monetary

policy and related matters.  

Greenspan’s appearance at the joint

board meeting underscores the important

role of Reserve Bank directors.  Like the

11 other regional Reserve Banks, the 

St. Louis Fed has a board that consists of

nine members who oversee Bank opera-

tions and advise the Bank president on

monetary policy.  As with private-sector

boards, the St. Louis board’s responsibili-

ties include:  approving the Bank’s plans

and budgets; selecting the Bank’s presi-

dent and first vice president; approving

senior-level officer appointments; and

overseeing the Bank’s audit function.  

Two other key responsibilities relate 

to monetary policy.  First, when condi-

tions warrant, St. Louis directors recom-

mend changes in the District’s discount

rate—the rate the Fed charges deposito-

ry institutions for short-term loans—to

the Federal Reserve Board of Governors.

Second, directors at all four Eighth

District offices—St. Louis and the three

Branches—report on developments in

their respective firms and industries, as

 

Federal Reserve Board Governor
Laurence Meyer (below, right) and 
St. Louis Fed President Thomas Melzer
(below, left) joined roughly 50 

St. Louis Fed em-
ployees Oct. 4
at Block-Aid, a

volunteer

clean-up event
sponsored by Neighborhood
Housing Services of St. Louis.  

The annual event is designed to
stimulate revitalization in depressed
city neighborhoods, like the Tower

Grove East section, where the 
St. Louis Fed group, and many 
others, spent the day.

Melzer devoted his time to the
front yard on one of the four houses
the Fed was assigned to spruce up.
Melzer’s landscaping efforts were not,
he noted tongue-in-cheek, “one of

the new challenges” he was
referring to in his recently sub-
mitted resignation letter to the
St. Louis Fed’s board of directors.
(Melzer’s resignation is effective
Jan. 1, 1998.)   

For his part, Meyer made sure
that the house he was working
on had the best coat of paint this
side of the Mississippi, which is
the side he used to live on before
being appointed to the Board of
Governors in June 1996. 

The Block-Aid event was near
and dear to Meyer’s heart since
he represents the Federal Reserve

Board as a director of the Neigh-
borhood Reinvestment Corpora-
tion, the parent organization of the

200-plus NHS agencies throughout
the country.  Meyer also chairs the
Board’s Committee on Consumer and
Community Affairs.

 

Plentiful Producers:
Percent of Nonfarm Employees 

in Manufacturing, 1996

District Rank Among % Nonfarm
State 50 States Employees
Indiana 1 24.2
Arkansas 3 23.3
Mississippi 5 22.2
Tennessee 9 20.4
Kentucky 11 18.5
Illinois 18 17.1
Missouri 22 16.0

National Average 15.2

SOURCE:  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

 

Making Monetary Policy Seems Almost Easy Now

well as general economic develop-

ments in their regions.  This informa-

tion not only helps Bank staff keep

abreast of any shifts in economic

activity, it also may be incorporated

into the report, “

 

Current Economic

Conditions by Federal Reserve

District,” more commonly known as

the beige book.  The beige book,

which is released two weeks prior to

every Federal Open Market

Committee (FOMC) meeting, is used

by the FOMC during monetary policy

deliberations as one gauge of the

economy’s strength. 
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District
Data

 

Selected economic indicators of banking,
agricultural and business conditions in
the Eighth Federal Reserve District

All U.S.
U.S. <$15B

 

1 District AR IL IN KY MS MO TN

Return on Average 
Assets (Annualized)

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

Return on Average 
Equity (Annualized)

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

Net Interest Margin
(Annualized)

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

Nonperforming Loans2

÷ Total Loans

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

Net Loan Losses ÷
Average Total Loans
(Annualized)

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

Loan Loss Reserve ÷
Total Loans

2nd quarter 1997

1st quarter 1997

2nd quarter 1996

 

Commercial Bank Performance Ratios
U.S., District and State

1.30% 1.27% 1.34% 1.27% 1.48% 1.27% 1.53%

1.28 1.15 1.28 1.22 1.38 1.07 1.46

1.31 1.01 1.30 1.19 1.50 1.34 1.40

12.15% 14.40% 15.09% 14.69% 15.66% 14.18% 17.38%

12.45 11.17 14.24 14.33 14.50 11.26 17.01

13.78 10.02 14.26 13.57 15.72 16.09 16.89

4.43% 4.34% 4.37% 4.34% 5.09% 4.39% 4.46%

4.37 4.17 4.31 4.30 4.79 3.87 4.44

4.43 4.22 4.37 4.35 4.93 4.15 4.36

0.93% 0.94% 0.53% 0.71% 0.58% 0.98% 1.93%

0.91 1.19 0.57 0.68 0.60 0.86 2.31

0.80 1.09 0.69 0.87 0.74 0.77 0.72

0.20% 0.53% 0.17% 0.34% 0.26% 0.35% 0.59%

0.22 0.38 0.21 0.34 0.22 0.42 0.57

0.18 0.34 0.20 0.41 0.28 0.29 0.36

1.38% 1.44% 1.28% 1.53% 1.50% 1.52% 1.41%

1.39 1.59 1.31 1.52 1.51 1.56 1.44

1.34 1.62 1.36 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.49

1.31%

1.27

1.21

15.85%

15.27

14.99

4.36%

4.13 

4.27 

0.99%

1.05

1.12

0.62%

0.57

0.57

1.90%

1.92

1.99

1.34%

1.35

1.33

14.45%

14.64

14.76

4.84%

4.73 

4.77 

1.06%

1.08

1.10

0.77%

0.75

0.70

1.89%

1.86

1.89

1.33%

1.23

1.29

14.55%

13.15

14.57

4.43%

4.22 

4.33 

1.01%

1.06

0.81

0.37%

0.37

0.31

1.46%

1.49

1.53

 

1 U.S. banks with average assets of less than $15 billion are shown
separately to make comparisons with District banks more 
meaningful, as there are no District banks with average assets 
greater than $15 billion.

2 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans

NOTE: Data include only that portion of the state within Eighth 
District boundaries.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for all Insured 
U.S. Commercial Banks
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< $100 Million $300 Million – $1 Billion

$100 Million – $300 Million $1 Billion – $15 Billion

  

D US D US D US D US

Percent Annualized

1.10

1.20

1.30

1.40

1.50

1.00

1.28
1.25

1.42

1.34 1.35
1.38

1.31

1.36

D US D US D US D US
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

Percent

1.46
1.35

1.41

2.17

1.50
1.59

1.51
1.46

D US D US D US D US
0.50

Percent

0.75

1.00

1.25

0.91

1.07

0.86

0.95
0.89

0.92

1.17
1.13

D US D US D US D US

Percent Annualized
1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

0.17 0.20 0.20
0.28 0.25

0.37

0.57

1.12

D US D US D US D US

Percent Annualized

12.0

14.0

16.0

18.0

10.0

12.21
11.76

13.35 13.50

15.50
15.02

16.23

15.36

D US D US D US D US

Percent Annualized
5.00

4.75

4.50

4.25

4.00

4.47

4.77

4.44

4.85

4.56

4.82

4.35

4.86

2nd Quarter 1997
Earnings Asset Quality

1 Loan losses are adjusted for recoveries.
2 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans
3 Interest income less interest expense as a percent of average 

earning assets

NOTE: Asset quality ratios are calculated as a percent of total loans.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for all Insured
U.S. Commercial Banks

D = District

US = United States

Return on Average Assets Net Loan Loss Ratio1

Return on Average Equity Nonperforming Loan Ratio2

Loan Loss Reserve RatioNet Interest Margin3

Commercial Bank Performance Ratios
by Asset Size
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(Index 1990-92=100) Monthly Data

U.S. Crop and Livestock
Prices

Livestock

Crops

1996 19971995

145

135

125

115

105

95

85

1996

Billions of dollars Monthly Data

* Measured as a three–month moving average

U.S. Agricultural Exports*

19971995

5.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

U.S. AR IL IN KY MS MO TN

Return on average assets (annualized)
2nd quarter 1997
1st quarter 1997
2nd quarter 1996

Return on average equity (annualized)
2nd quarter 1997
1st quarter 1997
2nd quarter 1996

Net interest margin (annualized)
2nd quarter 1997
1st quarter 1997
2nd quarter 1996

Ag loan losses ÷ average ag loans (annualized)
2nd quarter 1997
1st quarter 1997
2nd quarter 1996

Ag nonperforming loans1 ÷ total ag loans
2nd quarter 1997
1st quarter 1997
2nd quarter 1996

Dollar amounts in billions

Commodity Apr May Jun Year-to-date Change from year ago

Livestock & products

Corn

Cotton

Rice

Soybeans

Tobacco

Wheat

TOTAL1

Level Growth1

II/97 I/97 II/96 I/97-II/97 II/96-II/97

Prices received by U.S. farmers2

Prices received by District farmers3

Arkansas
Illinois
Indiana
Missouri
Tennessee

Prices paid by U.S. farmers
Production items
Other items

Consumer food prices
Consumer nonfood prices
1  Compounded annual rates of change are computed from unrounded data.
2  Index of prices received for all farm products and prices paid (1990-92=100)
3  Indexes for Kentucky and Mississippi are unavailable.
4  N.A. — Not Available

NOTE: Data not seasonally adjusted except for consumer food prices and nonfood prices.

.94 .92 .89 8.04 – 4.6%

.48 .41 .36 4.98 – 25.8

.27 .23 .22 2.27 – 18.7

.08 .06 .08 .80 3.9

.51 .36 .28 6.11 18.5

.13 .23 .14 1.39 18.6

.32 .22 .31 2.73 – 43.3

4.66 4.37 4.13 44.45 – 4.3

107 107 113

143 140 136
120 116 135
122 117 142
111 107 110
N.A. 143 138

117 115 115
117 117 115
157 156 152
161 160 157

2.5% – 4.7%

9.9 5.1
14.5 –10.9
19.5 – 14.1
14.4 1.2
N.A. N.A.

5.9 2.0
2.3 2.0
0.9 2.9
1.2 2.2

Agricultural Bank Performance Ratios

1 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans

NOTE: Agricultural banks are defined as those banks with a greater than average share of agricultural loans to total loans.
Data include only that portion of the state within Eighth District boundaries.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for Insured U.S. Commercial Banks

U.S. Agricultural Exports by Commodity

Indexes of Food and Agricultural Prices

1.41% 1.32% 1.27% 1.47% 1.55% 1.31% 1.38%
1.36 1.31 1.22 1.45 1.41 1.24 1.27
1.40 1.24 1.32 1.47 1.63 1.31 1.40

12.72% 12.00% 12.99% 13.84% 16.62% 12.45% 12.56%
12.52 12.20 12.88 13.82 14.43 11.88 11.80
12.99 11.36 13.61 14.18 17.79 12.79 13.22

4.42% 4.18% 4.44% 4.56% 5.03% 4.47% 4.63%
4.29 4.16 4.94 4.52 4.94 4.43 4.55
4.39 4.09 4.55 4.58 5.27 4.47 4.52

0.05% –0.04% –1.00% 0.17% 0.32% 0.24% –0.03%
0.06 –0.07 0.01 –0.03 0.52 0.23 –0.02
0.07 0.19 –0.15 0.18 1.37 0.30 0.29

0.97% 0.77% 0.21% 1.64% 1.16% 1.59% 0.42%
0.77 1.02 1.88 1.76 2.74 1.90 0.34
0.74 0.97 1.99 2.04 3.10 1.25 0.44

1.32%
1.29
1.27

12.52%
12.35
12.40

4.59%
4.47
4.48

0.15%
0.12
0.28

1.59%
1.81
1.93

1  Includes commodities not listed here
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PERCENT

3.6

-0.6

2.0

5.4

3.5 3.2

4.6

1.2

-0.7

3.2 3.1

-0.8

3.6

0.2

1.4

16.6

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

 

United States

136,157 135,934 133,632

121,854 121,138 119,248
4.9% 5.3% 5.4%

$4,224.3 $4,168.6 $4,099.3

Arkansas

Illinois

Indiana

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

1,241.5 1,246.0 1,232.0

1,097.6 1,092.4 1,083.7
4.8% 5.4% 5.3%

$30.7 $30.6 $29.6

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

6,126.1 6,137.2 6,094.5

5,742.9 5,710.1 5,665.2
4.5% 5.0% 5.3%

$204.4 $202.5 $199.2

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

3,104.2 3,074.4 3,078.6

2,848.8 2,824.0 2,815.2
3.2% 3.1% 4.2%

$84.5 $84.0 $82.3

Compounded Annual Rates of Change in
Nonagricultural Employment

Selected U.S. and State Business Indicators
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-0.5
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5.8

0.7
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-1.0

-2.0

-0.5

0.9

-1.2

3.0
2.5

0.8
1.5

-0.9

2.0

Total Construction Government Transportation, Communication
and Public Utilities

Manufacturing Finance, Insurance
and Real Estate

General Services Wholesale/Retail Trade

Kentucky

Mississippi

Missouri

Tennessee

NOTE: All data are seasonally adjusted. The nonagricultural employment data reflect the most current benchmark revision.
* Annual rate. Data deflated by CPI, 1982-84=100.

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

2,757.9 2,757.8 2,741.8

2,552.5 2,555.6 2,528.6
5.1% 5.1% 5.1%

$75.4 $74.6 $72.8

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

2,860.7 2,865.5 2,893.5

2,606.3 2,594.5 2,562.3
4.1% 4.3% 4.5%

$79.4 $78.8 $77.5

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

1,921.6 1,913.7 1,862.6

1,707.6 1,694.2 1,665.4
5.2% 5.5% 5.6%

$49.9 $49.1 $48.1

II/1997 I/1997 II/1996

Labor force
(in thousands)

Total nonagricultural 
employment
(in thousands)

Unemployment rate

I/1997 IV/1996 I/1996

Real personal income*
(in billions)

1,270.4 1,275.7 1,262.8

1,099.5 1,094.7 1,089.3
5.0% 5.6% 6.2%

$30.6 $30.3 $29.8
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